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This paper deals with the question of how best to structure the govern-
ment’s balance sheet (i.e., the mix of assets and liabilities) in order to safe-
guard against contingent risks. The paper approaches this timely question
for the case of Australia by applying the Bohn (1990) model to data from
the ﬂoating exchange rate regime period (1983 Q4 to 2004 Q3).
Bohn’s model is basically an optimization problem in which the govern-
ment chooses the tax rate and portfolio mix to maximize the utility of the
individual, subject to the usual intertemporal budget constraints. A key
feature here is the assumption that changes in the tax rate are distortionary,
thus resulting in the preference for tax smoothing. Accordingly, the model
suggests that the optimal government portfolio depends on the covari-
ances between the innovations in returns and those in output (and, in prin-
ciple, government spending). The main empirical ﬁndings are:
• There are more demand shocks than supply shocks in the sample pe-
riod, suggesting it is optimal for the government portfolio to be net
long on domestic nominal bonds.
• When given a choice of both domestic and foreign debt securities,
there is some scope to be net long in foreign securities.
• When given a choice of debt securities (domestic) and equities (do-
mestic and foreign), domestic equities are found to provide no hedge
against output shocks, as expected, and there is some scope to be net
long in foreign equities.
In short, there is evidence to support portfolio diversiﬁcation across cur-
rencies and asset classes, at least based on past macro data and returns of
the set of assets included.
As with most policy-oriented research work, this paper faces some
usual—though not insurmountable—challenges. For instance, the valid-
ity of some technical details or assumptions (e.g., tax smoothing) of Bohn’s
model may be subject to debate. I shall not hold the authors responsible for
Bohn’s model, but I would suggest that they could preempt such criticisms
by clearly stating up front that their paper is only a straight application of
Bohn (1990). As it stands, the paper seems to sound like it is developing its
own framework that is drawn onBohn (1990). But anyone who has read the
original Bohn article would have noticed that the model is actually the
same. Perhaps it is only a matter of drafting, but truth in advertising could
help limit the authors’ liability.
That said, however, I do want to hold the authors accountable for their
choice of this particular model to address Australia’s particular problem
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Corrinne Ho is an economist at the Bank for International Settlements.and their presentation thereof. On choice, it is not immediately clear from
the text why the Bohn (1990) model straight out of the box is the best tool
for analysis. Perhaps the rationale is obvious for people who are familiar
with the literature, but not necessarily so for others. It would be useful if the
authors could brieﬂy explain and defend their choice in section 7.3.1, at
least for the beneﬁt of those readers who are not experts in this ﬁeld. And,
not to mention, it could make the paper more authoritative and convincing.
On presentation, I sense a kind of mismatch or disconnect between the
rich institutional background in section 7.2 and the more abstract analytics
in section 7.3. Bohn’s article, which features exactly the same analytical
framework, does not have this disconnect because its introductory section 
is relatively brief. This allows the paper to get to the main feature(the model)
quickly. The reader can thus focus squarely on the theoretical and empirical
analyses and take them for their own worth. So, while Bohn’s article may not
be as rich in institutional background, it has a cleaner presentation that ul-
timately makes for more satisfying reading. For the present paper, I would
suggest tightening up the connection between sections 7.2 and 7.3 by cut-
ting down on (or moving to footnotes) those details and diversions that slow
down the ﬂow from background to analytics, and by making more cross ref-
erences throughout the text to link Australia’s situation to the model and
vice versa. This should help to keep the reader’s train of thought on track
from the ﬁrst page to the last.
Finally, beyond the immediate conﬁnes of the present paper, I see po-
tential for extensions and further research. Perhaps one can ask if there are
any modiﬁcations one can make to Bohn (1990), which deals with a (U.S.
case-inspired) generic government debt structure problem, to make it more
speciﬁc to the current Australian situation. For instance, the authors men-
tion the government’s conscious eﬀort to maintain a certain stock of gov-
ernment bonds—can this and other potential portfolio choice constraints
be built into the model to make it more Australia-speciﬁc? Alternatively,
can Australia’s government balance sheet management problem be ad-
dressed by other models or approaches? Further aﬁeld, perhaps one can
investigate the political economy of government asset and liability man-
agement, or the implications of reform for ﬁscal policy, monetary policy,
and the ﬁnancial markets. It could also be interesting to consider what sim-
ilarities and diﬀerence there are between the government’s portfolio choice
problem and the central bank’s reserve management problem. The possi-
bilities are vast, and this paper is a good start.
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